Graphic Standards

F

or the first time in its history, ISTH has created a graphic standards manual to ensure that our visual brand
Headline
is communicated
with
everywhere across the globe.
The International
Society on Thrombosis
and consistency
in these guidelines.
Haemostasis logotype (hereafter referred to as
“logo”) shown below is comprised of two distinct
elements designed to function together in print
and electronic media providing a strong brand
identity for ISTH. The elements are: the logotype
and the tag line.

Why is this important? Organizations, whether medical societies, public agencies or commercial enterprises,
are frequently recognized by their graphic identities and ensuring the consistency of these identities is crucial for
both awareness and maintaining the integrity of their brands. The Cola-Cola stylized script, the Nike “swoosh,”
thelogoUnited
The
on this pageNation’s
is presented in olive
the pre- branches circling the globe are recognized and appreciated in virtually every corner
ferred
two-color
treatment.
The The International
of the
world
without
further explanation. One never sees variations in the colors or the typefaces of these iconic
Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis name
and
integrated tag line aresince
equal andeven
essential modest changes would dilute the value behind them and confuse the viewer.
organizations
parts of the logo. They must always be used
together. The logo and tag line must never be
used in any relationship other than the one
provided in electronic file formats as described

As ISTH moves into a new and exciting era of enhanced communications and activities globally, a consistent
visual image will become even more crucial to us.
ISTH encourages creativity in creation of local materials and these graphic standards are not intended to limit
that creativity. However, by providing you with clear guidelines about how our new logo and other materials
should be reproduced, what colors are necessary and the proportions of the graphic elements, we hope to
communicate a consistent message, ensure a high level of quality and make telling the ISTH story easier.
If you want to include a general ISTH information e-mail address
on materials, you may use info@isth.org.
If you have any questions or concerns about these standards,
please contact the Marketing and Communications Manager, at
ISTH headquarters.
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The ISTH Logotype
The International Society on Thrombosis and
Haemostasis (ISTH) logotype (hereafter referred
to as “logo”) shown on this page is comprised of
two distinct parts designed to function together
in print and electronic media, providing a strong
brand identity for ISTH. The elements are: the
logotype and the full name.
The logo on this page is presented in the preferred two-color treatment that should be used
whenever reproduction techniques make it
possible. The ISTH logo and full name are equal
and essential parts of the logo. The preferred
application is that the parts be used together
whenever possible to underscore the name
of the society. There is only one exception as
detailed on the next page in this manual. The
logo and full name must never be used in any
relationship or proportion other than the one
provided in electronic file formats as described
in these guidelines.

The Logotype
in ISTH Blue and
ISTH Red

ISTH Full Name
in ISTH Blue
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The Two Exceptions
The ISTH logo was designed to reinforce the brand
and name of the society. Whenever possible the
ISTH logo and full name should be applied together as the standard.
Situations may arise where it will be necessary or
permissible to use the ISTH logotype without the
full name component as shown at right. A good
example is the ISTH website home page shown
on page 11 in reduced size. Applying the logo
without the full name allowed it to be larger and
more importantly, to avoid redundancy and yielding a cleaner and more effective design for the
masthead on the home page.

The exceptions where the logo can be used without the name should be few and far between. For
this reason, the ISTH logo has not been provided
as artwork in a file format without the name beneath it. If necessary, the name can be removed
from an eps file in Adobe Illustrator or cropped
out of a jpg file in Adobe Photoshop.

Two-Line Name Identification
When space is not available to properly size and
apply the ISTH logo, it is permissible to identify
the organization by using the name only in the
format shown above. Examples where this twoline treatment might be appropriate would be on
premium items such as the barrel of a pen and
other materials with limited live imprint area. This
treatment must not be typset and should only
be reproduced in solid blue or black.

Note: the two-line name is provided as an eps
file. The name identification must not be typeset. If you intend to use the logo without the full
name, please provide a pdf of the application
to the Marketing and Communications Manager
at ISTH headquarters for approval.

Black & White and
One-Color Applications

Black & White:
solid black with
60% screen of black
on ‘th’ only
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One-Color, ISTH Blue:
solid blue with
60% screen of blue
on ‘th’ only

Reverse Applications
When a situation calls for the logo to appear on
a black field, the only way the logo should reproduce is shown in the example at the immediate
right. The ‘is’ and the full name knock out to
white out of black and a 50% screen of black
fills the ‘th’. This treatment allows for the cleanest reproduction in photocopying and where
black and white is generally most cost efficient.
If the ink is limited to one color, the one option
shown at right in blue demonstrates the knock
out, tint percentages and end result. To keep the
ISTH brand strong, no other colors are permissible in a reverse application than black and
blue.

Solid Black field with
50% screen of black on ‘th’ only

One-Color ISTH Solid Blue field with a
50% screen of blue on ‘th’ only

White Logo for Imprinting
A special version of the logo has been created for
those situations where imprinting on an existing
color field is the only option. Examples are shown
at right on blue, red and black fields. This version
of the logo should only be used with white.
This version of the logo may be necessary to
use for imprinting via silk screen or foil stamping
on premium items made of plastics and canvas.
Imprinting the white logo on colors other than
blue, red or black (or dark gray) is prohibited.
White on Blue field
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White on Red field

White on Black field

Minimum Size
The typography and letterforms within the logo
have been designed and carefully spaced for
clear legibility.
1" width

Reproduction problems may arise when attempting to reproduce the logo at sizes that are too
small. Ideally the minimum size should be no
smaller than the 75% example indicated at right.
The ability to reproduce the artwork properly
should be confirmed with all printers/vendors in
advance of production.

.75" width

.5" width

DO NOT
apply the logo below .75" width

100%
example

As a point of reference: the logo on the business
card is 1" wide. Dimensions for reference are
based upon the width of the ISTH component of
the logo.

75%
example

50%
example

Incorrect Applications
This section demonstrates some examples of
how the logo should never be applied. Always
use the available electronic files in eps and jpg
file formats without alteration to ensure proper
representation and reproduction.
There is no need to recreate the ISTH logo, or
use inferior quality files. Approved logo artwork
is available in the Society’s virtual marketing
toolbox online at www.isth.org.
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DO NOT

DO NOT

DO NOT

alter the treatment of the
full name in any fashion

change or alter the core
ISTH red or blue

alter the proportions of the logo
(must always be 1:1)

DO NOT

DO NOT

DO NOT

change the color breaks
within the logo

add graphic elements or
embellishments to the logo

create ‘logo composites’
with other entities

Clear Area
The distance between the logo and other elements including text is known as the “clear
area.” In application, there should ideally be a
clear area surrounding the entire logotype.
The clear area or distance “X” is equal to the
height of the letter “I” within the logo. Ideally
this “X” area should be kept free of typography,
photography, illustrations and any other graphic
elements.

Sub Branding
Upholding the new ISTH graphic identity with
integrated ISTH Sub Branding is paramount
to building organization visibility, strength and
value. The distinctive typeface and colors help
to facilitate recognition of ISTH through its many
activities and materials and reinforce its brand
image and architecture.
Sub Branding with the ISTH logo is limited to the
six examples shown at right. The sub branding is
for internal use only and not intended to be used
as an identifier outside of the ISTH community.
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Exceptions to this standard
When intentionally positioning the logo near the
trim of a piece or where space is at a premium.
If the logo is overprinting or knocking-out of a
background image (i.e. a design with very faint
imagery or an underlying photograph).
There will be circumstances where the grid or
‘architecture of a page’ within a design would be
compromised and feel more awkward by following this standard (see website on page 11).

Typography
Core Sans Serif Fonts
The Adobe Trade Gothic family is the typeface
designated to complement the ISTH graphic
identity. For consistency, it is important to work
with Trade Gothic typography (three examples
shown on this page) within print and whenever
possible to incorporate it into digital communications. There are over 12 variations of Trade
Gothic (italic, regular, bold, condensed, extended, etc.) which offer both consistency and
variety in communications.
Complementary Serif Fonts
Combining the sans serif Trade Gothics with
complementary serif fonts is recommended for
text heavy documents. The two recommended
serif font families are shown at right. Each serif
font has subtle differences and aesthetic properties which have been selected to complement
the ISTH branding while adding variety and
flexibility within a wide range of communications. Other classic serif fonts are permitted and
should be explored for variety.

Windows Fonts Suggestions
Word processed and other electronic communications should make every effort to employ
visually compatible fonts to those featured on
this page. Arial is the closest sans serif equivalent for Trade Gothic and Times New Roman is
an attractive equivalent for any serif application.
Both are system fonts in Windows.

Examples from the Adobe Trade Gothic Font Family

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz@
1234567890
Adobe Trade Gothic Light

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz@
1234567890
Adobe Trade Gothic Bold No. 2

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz@
1234567890
Adobe Trade Gothic Condensed No. 18

Complementary Serif Fonts

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz@
1234567890
Adobe Janson Text (Roman, Bold and Italics)

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz@
1234567890
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Adobe Rotis Serif (Roman, Bold and Italics)

Color Palette
ISTH Core Colors
The ISTH logo is based on two colors. These two
“core colors” are referred to as ISTH Blue and
ISTH Red.
The Pantone Matching System (PMS) is an international color swatch numbering system used as
the standard method for the selection, specification and matching of colors. ISTH Blue is comparable to PMS 2768 and ISTH Red is comparable
to PMS 1797. Every attempt should be made to
visually match these two colors as best as possible with the wide array of traditional and digital
imaging vendors that will be encountered during
the day-to-day application of the ISTH brand.
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ISTH Blue

ISTH Red

ISTH Medium Blue

Spot Color
Equivalent to PMS 2768

Spot Color
Equivalent to PMS 1797

Spot Color
Equivalent to PMS 2728

4/Color Formula
C 100%, M 78%, K 44%

4/Color Formula
M 100%, Y 99%, K 4%

4/Color Formula
C 96%, M 69%

RGB Formula
R 0, G 45, B 106

RGB Formula
R 227, G 27, B 35

RGB Formula
R 0, G 92, B 171

Hexadecimal
#003366

Hexadecimal
#e31b23

Hexadecimal
#005cab

ISTH Light Blue

ISTH Accent Yellow

ISTH Cool Gray

Spot Color
Equivalent to PMS 7457

Spot Color
Equivalent to PMS 123

Spot Color
Equivalent to PMS 621

4/Color Formula
C 12%, M 1%, Y 3%

4/Color Formula
M 24%, Y 94%

4/Color Formula
C 9%, M 1%, Y 6%

RGB Formula
R 220, G 238, B 243

RGB Formula
R 255, G 195, B 37

RGB Formula
R 230, G 241, B 238

Hexadecimal
#dceef3

Hexadecimal
#ffc325

Hexadecimal
#e6f1ee

Stationery System
Customizable files are available for all
components of the system. (Adobe CS5 or
the Creative Cloud required).

Letterhead
Size: 8.5"w x 11"h
Stock: Strathmore Writing
Finish: Wove
Weight: 24 lb. Writing Weight
Color: Ultimate White

No. 10 Envelope
Size: #10 (4.125"h x 9.5"w)
Style: Square Flap
Stock: Strathmore Writing
Finish: Wove
Weight: 24 lb. Writing Weight
Color: Ultimate White

No. 10 Envelope
shown at reduced size

Letterhead
shown at reduced size
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Stationery System
Business cards complement all of the other components
within the stationery system. The business cards print in the
two core ISTH colors on two sides as shown at right.
Business Card
Size: 2”h x 3.5”w
Stock: Strathmore Writing
Finish: Wove
Weight: 110# Cover Bristol
Color: Ultimate White
Inking: 2 PMS/2 PMS
Important
Heavy ink coverage when printing will require
adequate drying time and a protective varnish
so as not to offset.

Business Card Front
shown at actual size

Mailing Label
Size: 3"h x 4"w
Stock: Avery ® Permanent Shipping Labels #05286
Pack of 40 (2 labels per sheet)
Stock Color: White
Inking: to be digitally laser/ink jet printed with
Micosoft® Word for Windows in-house

Mailing Label
shown at actual size on gray kraft envelope (simulated)
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Business Card Reverse
shown at actual size

Optimum Applications

The ISTH Logo has
ideal reproduction on
a white field.

Membership Ad
Incorporation of the ISTH core colors into the design

Premium item examples
each having different printing
requirements, restrictions
and imprint areas
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Banner Ad

Optimum Applications
Strive for simplicity in design with
properly letterspaced typography.

The ISTH Logo has
ideal reproduction on
a white field.
This application demonstrates one of the
two exceptions* to the
application of the logo
without the full name.
*see page 4

ISTH Website Home Page
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Membership Card
shown at actual size

News Release Letterhead
shown at reduced size

PowerPoint Presentations
There are three approved PowerPoint templates
available for use by all employees.

The PowerPoint templates default to a typographic treatment which uses Arial Black and
Arial Regular compatible with Windows.

01_ISTH.potx White Theme
Cover shown ▲ above – Subsequent pages shown below ▼ below
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02_ISTH.potx Medium Blue Theme
Cover shown ▲ above – Subsequent pages shown below ▼ below

03_ISTH.potx Blue/Red Theme
Cover shown ▲ above – Subsequent pages shown below ▼ below

Headline
Available Artwork Files
The
Societyprovide
on Thrombosis
and
The International
graphic standards
explanations
Haemostasis
referred
to as
and exampleslogotype
to assist(hereafter
in maintaining
a strong
“logo”)
shown
below
is
comprised
of
two
distinct
ISTH brand image. Many of the artwork files
elements
to functionfortogether
print
can servedesigned
as base templates
simple in
updating
and
electronic
media
providing
a
strong
brand
when a version is saved by a printer or designer.
identity for ISTH. The elements are: the logotype
and the tag line.
It is imperative that no logos be recreated or
typeset. All logo variants for ISTH are available
The logo on this page is presented in the prein eps two-color
file formattreatment.
in color, black
andInternational
white and
ferred
The The
other
approved
file
formats.
The
list
at
right
Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis
name
briefly
itemizes
artwork
available
in
Society’s
and integrated tag line are equal and essential
virtualofmarketing
online
at www.isth.org.
parts
the logo. toolbox
They must
always
be used
together. The logo and tag line must never be
used in any relationship other than the one
provided in electronic file formats as described

in these
guidelines.
ISTH
Logos
eps and jpg formats
•

two-color (full color)

•

black & white (grayscale)

•

reverse applications

•

one-color applications

•

one-color imprint (white)

•

sub brand versions

Stationery
Adobe CS
(ai and indd files)
•

letterhead

•

second sheet letterhead

•

#10 envelope

•

business card
(front and back)

•

mailing label

PowerPoint Templates
for Windows
• 01_ISTH.potx
			white theme
• 02_ISTH.potx
		 medium blue theme
• 03_ISTH.potx
		 blue/red theme

MS Word Templates
for Windows
• letterhead
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Contact:
ISTH Headquarters
Marketing and Communications Manager
+1 919 929 3807
info @isth.org

Please Remember:
The ISTH graphic identity program applies
to any item bearing the ISTH name, logo or
other identifying mark. ISTH requires that
all print or digital ads as well as promotional
items be approved by the Society’s Marketing
and Communications staff before they are
published. Please allow two weeks for review.

ISTH Headquarters
610 Jones Ferry Road
Suite 205
Carrboro, NC 27510 USA
Tel: +1 919 929 3807
Fax: +1 919 929 3935
www.isth.org

